The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1\textsuperscript{st} March 2004.

**Rule G.6.1(c)**

**Amendment:** Delete “both sides” and replace with “the front side”. Delete second sentence and replace with “As an alteration to RRS G.1.3(d), national letters are not required.”

**Rule D.4.1**

**Amendment:** Delete current rule and replace with the following:
“The Cadet may only be built by a licensed builder on licensed moulds.”

**Rule E.4.5**

**Amendment:** Delete “45 Minimum”. Renumber rule from “E.4.5” to “C.3.1(h)”.

**NEW Rule D.9.1(c)(vii)**

**Amendment:** Add new rule to read as follows:
“Aft edge of keel to Datum line A shall be Minimum 46mm, Maximum 56mm.”